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MINUTES OF MEETING EAST HOMESTEAD
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

A telephone conference meeting of the Board of Supervisors of East Homestead Community Development District was held on Monday June 22, 2020 at 9:00 a.m. It is being held in accordance with the Office of the Governor, Executive Order 20-69 (Emergency Management - COVID-19 Local Government Public Meetings) authorizing the use of communications media technology, such as telephone conferencing, as provided in Section 120.54(5)(b)2, Florida Statutes, the Board of Supervisors and members of the public may attend and participate in the meeting utilizing the call-in information 1-646-749-3122, Access code: 642346493# and are further encouraged to submit comments or questions in advance of the meeting by email to info@gmssf.com or by telephone by calling 954-721-8681.

Present and constituting a quorum were:

Susan Genther Laurie Weil Raymond Harris Saens Dorcely Stephen Walker

Also present were:

Luis Hernandez Vanessa Steinerts George Graupera Alexandra Garcia Eileen Marti David Osio
Al Torres Jose Alvarez
 Chairman (via telecommunication)
Vice Chairman (via telecommunication) Assistant Secretary (via telecommunication) Assistant Secretary (via telecommunication) Assistant Secretary (via telecommunication)


District Manager (via telecommunication) District Counsel (via telecommunication) District Engineer (via telecommunication) NFC Amenity Mgt. (via telecommunication) NFC Amenity Mgt. (via telecommunication) NFC Amenity Mgt. (via telecommunication) Resident (via telecommunication)
Resident (via telecommunication)


Segment I:
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS	Roll Call

Mr. Hernandez called the roll and stated we have a quorum.
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Mr. Hernandez: This, based on if there were to be any changes, the last meeting that we will be able to secure a quorum by media technology use. Unless anything gets to be changing as of July 1st meetings will be required to have bodies present at the meeting place in order to be able to have the meeting. That is something as we get to be closer, we will be making the necessary arrangements. I do know that some Supervisors have some concerns. We will work at it and we will do the best we can to secure not only the meeting but secure the safety of the process as a process. With all the being said the first item that we have is Audience Comments.


SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Audience	Comments	-	As	per
District's rules, each speaker has 3 minutes to provide comments
Mr. Hernandez: Let's go be alphabetical order. Al any comments? Mr. Torres: No.
Mr. Hernandez: Excellent report. Thank you very much. Moving forward, Jose do you have any items that you would like to present for the Board's consideration?
Mr. Alvarez: I was just chiming in from the last time that we got together with topic about the politicians in City Hall. I actually reached out to Steve Losner. I knew him many years ago when I worked at his family's bank that they had in Homestead. He struck me that he was not aware of the matter that you guys were encountering. He claimed that he's making inquiries to the Building Department, the City Manager and the Council to see what is going on with the situation you guys are having with the politicians and everything in City Hall holding up the project.
Ms. Genther: That is excellent news.
Mr. Alvarez: He hasn't followed up yet with me. I was going to give him another week or so before I chime in but he seems sincere about looking at it and getting back to me.
Mr. Harris: That is great news Jose. That is sad, well we know why he is not aware but thank you.

Mr. Alvarez: If there is anything else you guys can either suggest for me or other residents of our community, I am open to suggestions on how to put pressure on City Hall.
Mr. Hernandez: Since he has brought up the item, George why don't you go ahead and tell what the District has being  trying to do to get this done  and move forward  with  the project that we are trying to finalize. Please  fill in the Board  as to the conversations that we have had with Lennar so on and so forth. I would greatly appreciate it.
Mr. Graupera: Luis and I have working with Lennar and also Lennar's engineer that had received these comments over two years ago from the City. We were able to reach out to Lennar. Lennar was able to speak with their engineering consultant and as of right now I have received a sketch of basically of what the City was requesting according to Lennar's engineer at the time. Lennar has told us that they are working on getting us the CAD files, the computer files for what the City is proposing that way my firm can go ahead a prepare drawings and add them into the existing plans we prepared for the drainage. Then we can just prepare one set of the plans with the drainage improvements on the east side of the road and then the stripping and traffic improvements on the west side of the road. We can just add it to the existing permit review over at the City of Homestead. We have made progress. Now my firm has an idea about what the City was requesting. Lennar is being very helpful and they are working on getting from their consultants the CAD files. That way we can go ahead and include them within our computer files and add them. I expect to be getting something soon. Hopefully early this week. We do have weekly meetings with Lennar every single Wednesday morning. If we haven't received anything by Wednesday morning, we will be reminding them that we need this. The plan is if we are able to get the CAD files my firm will just go ahead and add as an update to the existing plans we prepared. We will add in these traffic improvements that the City has been requesting. I understand that Luis has worked with Lennar to come to some kind of agreement as far as who is going to be paying for these improvements. As of right now we are making progress on his alternate path. If unfortunately the politics and reason can't be seen, then it turns out that it is just going to be faster if the COD goes ahead and takes on these improvements on the District side

instead of waiting for Lennar to go ahead and do it on their end. That is the update that we have for this week.
Mr. Walker: I have a question. What are the specific items that they want?
Mr. Graupera: Essentially, they are asking for a raised concrete center island like a median within the roundabout all the way at the west end of Pacific, also additional stripping improvements just to clarify traffic flow and make sure that it is, you are going to have a roundabout in that area. Basically, adding a raised concrete median within the center and clarifying stripping.
Mr. Walker: In the center of what?
Ms. Genther: Where the cul-de-sac is where Atlantis and Barbados are. At the end of the road where there is a cul-de-sac.
Mr. Graupera: It is not going to be a cul-de-sac anymore, it is going to be a roundabout.
Mr. Walker: It has nothing to do with traffic circle.
Mr. Graupera: No, not next to the clubhouse. We are talking about all the way at the west end of the cul-de-sac.
Ms. Genther: If we take this on, is Lennar going to reimburse us for it?
Mr. Hernandez: Yes. The part that I was going to be kind of trying to jump in, part of what has been holding up everything is that everybody was waiting for Lennar's engineer to come back with a plan to present it for approval for the City. As that statement was presented last week, I contacted the engineer to realize that Lennar hasn't hired anyone to be doing that work. Lennar was waiting for an engineer that was working. The District was waiting for something that Lennar was also waiting and the end result, all that we know is that at the end of Barbados and Atlantis when the permits were being done for entrance at Barbados, the City came and someone from the Building Department is claiming that there is a hazardous condition because for pedestrians there is not a cul de-sac that can be used and defined exactly how that roundabout is. Right now, what you get to be seeing is a big circle, all of it with asphalt and now the sketch has been passed on to George. George will be able to go ahead and present the plans. When he gets to be having the plans the District is going to be able to quantify number one the cost of the project as project, the cost of the engineer to be handling that project and the District
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is going to be entering an agreement so that Lennar is going to be reimbursing the District for whatever the cost is. The benefit that it will provide for the District is that rather than us waiting for someone to be doing plans and getting this done we will be able to achieve and get it done. In addition, Lennar is going to be trying to assist the District so that firms that in the past will not have assisted the District in providing improvements. Lennar is going to be putting some pressure on them to ensure that if they come with a reasonable price the District will be able to use them. I am specifically talking about Downrite because of the size and the nature, in the past they have expressed no interest whatsoever in the project from the COD. All that is what we are putting together. As we get to be having specifics I will be coming back to the District. The responsibility for the street is being passed on entirely to Lennar even though the road right now belongs to the Master Association. That is kind of the summary of the portion that has been done on the engineer side and the part that has been done from the COD side.
Ms. Genther: I have two questions. Did I understand George to say that we started trying to get these permits nearly two years ago?
Mr. Graupera: No not the COD. Two years ago was when the City of Homestead originally made these comments to Lennar and their engineer. With the COD and myself, our firm were only made aware of these comments I want to say October of last year when we were permitting the drainage plans through the City. That is when this whole thing came up and we were being held hostage. We were completely blindsided by this. We weren't aware of any kind of improvements that Lennar and their engineer needed to do with traffic improvements. It has been our position that this really has nothing to do with the COD. We shouldn't be held hostage on traffic improvements on one end of the road when we are trying to push the drainage improvements. It seems like we really haven't been able to make much headway arguing reason so we are going to take this alternate path and see if we can get this approved through the City and moving forward.
Ms. Genther: It sounds like a good way of moving forward. One last clarification, this only applies to the west end of Pacific Boulevard, not the cul-de-sac on the east end near the entrance to the Bali Development.
Mr. Graupera: That is what we understand correct. Mr. Walker: Who is the person in the City?

Mr. Graupera: Michele Lopez. She is with the Building Department. Mr. Walker: Has what Michele done legal?
Ms. Steinerts: I can't speak for the City. I don't have enough information on what they have done, what they have reviewed. They are the City, you are required to get permitting through them.
Mr. Walker: She held up the issue for a year, I am asking is that legal, that is all?
Ms. Steinerts: I don't think I can really answer that. It is not unusual for the City to take a certain amount of time in permit review. I would have to have more information from the City to determine if there was some other motivation or something outside of the ordinary in their business practice to determine that.
Mr. Hernandez: The part that can be said from the District having nothing to do with the legal matters is that it is out of the ordinary that when a Commission jumps to try to assist getting something dealt with and taken care of the Building Department gets to be blocking it. The part that can be said from the administrative side is that there are unusual steps being taken from this permit. Not to mention the District has nothing to do with the road but the District is being held hostage just because of an obligation of someone else. From the legal side we are going to be starting another battle that is not going to be solving our problem. Based on the direction and the letter that was asked to be sent last week I asked first to check what was the status from the Lennar side. I think that it would even be better for the District if the District was to find the means to solve what needs to be solved and get everything done, get the permit and move forward rather than go ahead and pick a fight that is not going to be taking the District anywhere.
Ms. Genther: Not only would it not be taking us anywhere, it would be continuing to delay getting the improvement to the drainage system. At least we have an avenue we can try now and hopefully it will work out.
Mr. Hernandez: Don't forget that we are going to be going sometime soon to the City to start on the work in progress in the gym so the relationship with the Building Department needs to be kept. That is part of the interest of the District.
Ms. Genther: I for one find that very frustrating that we can be held hostage in this one permit and feel that we have to comply with whatever they want in order to get future permits. I understand that is the nature of the business but I just find it frustrating.

Mr. Hernandez: I completely agree with you.
Mr. Harris: I think what you are doing Luis getting the information from Lennar taking control of the project to get it done by one source rather than trying to deal with Lennar doing part and the COD doing part, the COD taking control of it, it will probably shorten the time of getting it done and will solve any problems with the City. It will probably build the relationship a little stronger so that when we go for the permitting for the gym it may benefit us.
Mr. Hernandez: Not only that Ray I am seeing it with even a shorter period of eyes. Let me tell you the reason why. Once again, getting Downrite to help in some of our projects because of the size it is not what is going to be moving Downrite but if Lennar were to assist us getting them motivated to do whatever needs to be done in the cul-de sac, it is likely that they will be seeing with good eyes then to take the project for the drainage system. They are not only capable but probably one of the best firms that we have in Miami-Dade County to get this taken care of. They know everybody in the City of Homestead. Part of what I am trying to do is get the benefit and synergy putting all these projects together so that it will be working for the benefit of the community. Unless anyone else has anything else to say I will just move forward to the next item I have on the agenda.

THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Acceptance of the Audit for
Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2019
Mr. Hernandez: The acceptance of the audit for the fiscal year ending on September 30, 2019. I just need to indicate for the record that it is a clean audit. The Supervisors have been receiving this audit for several years. You received the package a week or so ago. You have had the opportunity to review it unless the Board gets to be asking me to present the document, I will just be asking the Board to accept the Audit fiscal report for ending on September 30, 2019. A motion for that matter will be in order.

On MOTION by Ms. Weil seconded by Ms. Genther with all in favor acceptance of the Audit for Fiscal Year ending September 30, 2019 was approved.
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Segment II - Workshop Section:
(At this point the Board went into a workshop section to discuss the following items.
No actions were taken)

	Discussion of the Minutes of the May 8, 2020 and May 26, 2020 Meetings
	Discussion of Clubhouse Gym Remodel Project and Consideration of Agreement
	Discussion of the Phase 2 Opening of the Clubhouse
	Update on Community Subdivisions landscape Entrances (BrightView will be providing information)
	Updates on Status of any Other Projects and Workshop Items



Segment Ill:
FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Authorization or Approvals
Requiring Board Action for Items Discussed During Workshop
	Approval of the Minutes of May 8, 2020 and May 26, 2020 Meetings
	Consideration of Agreement for Oasis Clubhouse Gym Remodel Project
	Consideration of Any Approvals Required for the Phase 2 Opening of

the Clubhouse
	Any Other Approvals

Mr. Hernandez: Coming back to Segment Ill. The actions that will be required approvals for the Board of Supervisors. I do want to indicate for the record that Saens Dorcely left the meeting so out of this part he is not in attendance. He did express one opinion that when it gets to be relevant, I will be trying to word it based on the comments that he did in the workshop. With that indication the first item that we have for the Board's consideration will be the minutes for May 8 and May 26, 2020, with the indication that no comments, amendments, corrections have been presented.
On MOTION by Ms. Genther seconded by Ms. Weil with all in favor the minutes of the May 8, 2020 and the May 26, 2020 meetings were approved.


Mr. Hernandez: The agreement as I said I will be just kind of holding it because when I get to present it, I want to present it for ratification meaning with it that it will be fully signed and the District will have the final form of that document. Right now, the Board was being presented in the workshop the form of the agreement which has not substantially changed from what originally was being presented and approved by the Board. Based on that the next item that I have ...
Ms. Steinerts: On the contract, the potential for the work to start before the next Board meeting I think it would probably be beneficial to have the Board approve the contract in substantially final form and then it can be brought back for ratification of the fully executed document on July 10.
Mr. Hernandez: Thank you for that advice. I will asking them for that motion.

On MOTION Mr. Harris seconded by Ms. Genther with all in favor accepting the agreement for the Oasis Clubhouse gym remodel project in substantially final form was approved.


Mr. Hernandez: The next item that we have is consideration of the Phase 2 opening of the clubhouse. The only part that I need to be indicating before the Board gets to be voting is that Supervisor Dorcely has expressed that he personally believes that the best step for him to be taking in regard to the opening of the facility is not to open it. With that understanding I will be just asking the Board to be defining and voting if you seewith good eyes to be open or not. Based on the discussion that took place, I will be calling the roll and as I get to be reading your name I would like to go ahead and express either a simple that you are in favor or if you choose to be saying anything further let the record what your thought process is. With that being said Susan?
Ms. Genther: I am uncomfortable opening. I understand from what I gather the majority will have the say in this. If we are to open anything, I would say the pool only at this point in time.
Mr. Hernandez: Thank you very much Susie. Moving forward Laurie.
Ms. Weil: I prefer to open both the gym and the pool but I think it is a good plan to open the pool only for a week and see how that goes and then open the gym July 1st I guess it is.

Mr. Hernandez: Thank you very much. Ray?
Mr. Harris: I agree with the opening in two phases with the pool being open on June  24 with  hours  to be discussed  and a week  later for  July 1s   t  for the gym to allow enough time for the staff to get accustomed to the new protocols mandated  by  COVID  19.
Mr. Hernandez: Thank you very much. Steve?
Mr. Walker: I am with Susie. I am not comfortable the we are reopening but I do think that we need to do it and I think we need to give our ownership the opportunity to make a personal choice on whether they want to use the facility or not. With that having been said, I am supportive of the reopening Wednesday the 24th for the pool and July 1 for the gym.
Mr. Hernandez: Perfect. I think the record will be reflecting that at least three if not four of the Supervisors are in agreement that the facility needs to be open. The only one who has clearly stated to be a nay for this position is Saens Dorcely. With that being said, Vanessa do I need to be doing anything further other than the statement that has been said or does a motion need to be required?
Ms. Steinerts: I think because there is a little bit of disparity in the Board members recommendations for reopening, it looks like the majority is in agreement so there may be a motion with that recommendation presented with the pool and then the gym and take a vote on that particular if there is a second.
Mr. Hernandez: As it is being understood by the District Manager, the motion at this time will be a request for a motion to approve the opening of the Oasis Club facility starting on Wednesday, June 24 for the pool facility and on July 1st to include the opening of the gym area. The hours will be for the pool from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. The gym will be from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. and from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. in the evening. With that being said, is anyone in favor of this motion? The motion carries unanimously. The one that continues to be the nay will be Mr. Dorcely.
Ms. Genther: Excuse me. I did not vote for that motion.
Mr. Hernandez: I am sorry. Keep in mind that I am not seeing you.
Ms. Genther: I realize that my earlier statement was somewhat ambiguous. I am not in favor of opening the clubhouse at this time.

Mr. Hernandez: The nays at this time will be you. That is perfectly fine. Out of the four votes potentially available at this time we have three in favor and one against. Motion carries.
On MOTION by Mr. Harris seconded by Ms. Weil with 3 in favor and 1 opposed, opening the Oasis Clubhouse on June 24th for the pool facility and July 1st for the gym facility was approved.


Mr. Hernandez: Just as a comment for the public record the only part that I am going to be requesting NFC to include is that in the pamphlet or the information that will be passed onto the community, it needs to be including on the first page that the Phase 2 reopening plan is by appointment only. One, the first page that needs to be clearly stated and at the same time whatever information gets to be passed onto the community the portion that it says to justify it be an NFC so on and so forth since it is an action from the Board, all the language needs to be taken out. With that being said and moving forward, the next item that we have any other approvals, I am not aware of any other approvals that is being needed at this time.

FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
	Approval of Check Run Summary
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

Mr. Hernandez: Financial reports. Tab A contains the check run summary and Tab B has the balance sheet and income statement. Unless anyone has any questions in regard to the District financials.
Ms. Genther: I misunderstood. I thought we would have one other opportunity about the field manager's report.
Mr. Hernandez: There is no field manager's report. You are absolutely right. It was my mistake. Let's do that in the Supervisors request if you don't mind. Keep in mind that this month we are having two meetings, that is why we don't have a field manager report.
Ms. Genther: Ok sounds good.
Mr. Hernandez: With that being said, let's finalize the financials. Unless anyone has any questions, I will be asking for a motion to accept the financials.



On MOTION by Ms. Genther  seconded  by Ms. Weil with all in favor the check run summary, balance sheet and income statement were approved.
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SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisor Requests
Mr. Hernandez: Now Supervisors requests.
Ms. Genther: The annuals that are at the entrances of the communities, not at the main intersections but at the communities themselves, they are looking pretty puny the last time I was out. I am wondering whichever entity is responsible for maintaining them and making them look pretty, if they would please take a look at them and see what they can do. They are looking pretty bad.
Mr. Hernandez: Ok.
Ms. Genther: Thank you.
Mr. Hernandez: Anything else that you need to be presenting Susie? Ms. Genther: No, I am good that's it.
Mr. Hernandez: Ray do you have anything else that you were holding for a later
time?
Mr. Harris: Yes. I wanted to put on the record that I have called Homestead Power
and Light, actually I have emailed them twice about Pole MT30 which is on Mediterranean Boulevard directly across the street from the exit of Antillean. It is on a curve and the light has been out for several weeks and no repair has been accomplished as of today.
Mr. Hernandez: Thank you for letting me know. Let me see on my side what I can do to fix that.
Mr. Harris: Thank you sir.
Mr. Hernandez: Laurie anything else that you need to be presenting or discussing at this time?
Ms. Weil: Just I sent you the police detail schedules last week.	I think that is all I
have.
Mr. Hernandez: Ok. I saw it, if I didn't answer you it is holding in my box to send
out. I read it. I will make sure that you get to be receiving my answer.

Mr. Harris: Can I add to Laurie's report in support in thanking her for taking on that additional responsivity. I have heard an increased amount of police sirens in the last few weeks and Friday afternoon there was a police car with his lights on who stopped the vehicle right in front of our entrance way to Antillean and obviously it stopped them for speeding. So, thank you Laurie.
Mr. Hernandez: At least appears that it is working. Moving on the next one that I will have is Steve. Steve, anything else that you need to be presenting at this point? Hearing nothing, I will just move on.
Mr. Walker: No, I don't.
Mr. Hernandez: With that being said a motion to adjourn will be in order.



SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment


On MOTION by Ms. Genther seconded by Ms. Weil with all in favor the meeting was adjourned.
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